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OBSERVATIONS OF TEC FLUCTUATIONS FROM AN EXPLOSION ON
THE EARTH’S SURFACE

R. S. Massey, R. C. Carlos, A. R. Jacobson, and G. Wu
Lcs Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico, USA

Abstract

We report obsavadons of pmtrbmions ill the ionospheric total electron content (TEC)
ceutsed by acoustic waves propagating from a large chemical explosion in southern New

Mexico at the casth’s surfwe. Fluctuations in TEC were measured by two amays of receivers
that monitor the phase of the 136 MHz beacons on two geostationary satellites. One array,
load in notiem New Mexico. observed fluctuations in the region where acoustic waves
from the blast impinged directly on the ionosphere, while the second may, in Texas, was

located to obsme fluctuations caused by ducted acousuc waves. The TEC disturbance at the

New Mexico may had an amphtude of about 2xI014 m-2 (more than 10 times the may

noise level), while the amplitude at the rexas array, at a range of 900 km, was only a few

times the instrurnentaf noise level. Noise background analysis shows that the potability that

a comparable or larger rqmnsc at the New Mexica array might have been caused by a
bxkground nob event was less than I%. The corresponding probability for the Texaa may
was 3%.

Introduction.
Ionospheric responses to ~ounu-lcvej explosions have been observed for many yeara (for a review, see [Blanc,

1985], using HF sounding or other techniques that detect the motion of the lower ionosphere in response to

acoustic gmvity and petttaps other waves produced by the explosion. We have observed the ionospheric

response using an array of phase-detecting receivers, an approach apparently first suggested by Mass [1963,
pp. 276-277]. ‘fhe potential advantages of the technique are(1) the extremely high sensitivity of phase to small
TEC pemtrbations. and (2) an apparently low background noise level at infrasonic frequencies.

The TEC afong a line of sight to a satellite is sensitive to the presence of an acoustic wave if several conditions
are met. First, the line of sight must be roughly parallel to the wavefronts, so that the integral does not contain

many cycles of the acoustic wave. Second, the ezulh’s magnetic field vector must have an appreciable

component along the acoustic wave vector k (the sensitivity is proportional to a ■ (k ●&~, where B is the

earth’s magnetic field. MIxWy, a= 1, but for the actual geometries used, it was much lower.

Description of the experiment.
The TEC acray described in [Carlos and Massey, 1994] and a similar array in Texas were used to observe the
ionospheric response to a large (8,5x1012 J, 2 kT HE quivalent ) chemical explosion that took place on 10

July, 1993 a? the White Sands Missile Range irrsouthern New Mexico, Two geosynchronous satellite betxons

m about 136 MHz were observed: GOES-2 and ATS-3, Figure 1 shows the geometry for the two stations. For

the New Mexico array, the line of sight to the G(IES satellite was reasonably tangent to the wavefronrs, with a

ranging from 0.15 to 0.38, In Texas, ci was about 0.12 at the San Antonio stations. The acoustic waves from

the explosion propagate directly to the penetration points from the New Mexico army, and calculations are
presently undetway to deiermine the actual ray trajectories us!ng measured temperature profile data.
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Figure 1. Geometry for the two observing arrays. The origin is at [he explosion site. Left: the New Mexico
array, right: the Texas arra!

New Mexico array results.

Fluctuating TEC data for the GOES line of sight trom the New Mexico array, prmxsed as described in [Carlos
and Massey, 1994] , are shown in figure 2. Clear signals are seen at all stations, wifi varying lags. To estimate
k, we performed 2D slowness fiheting (slowness is just the inverse of velocity) at the time of peak response,

Figure 2, Fluctunung TEC rdong tie GOES lint of sighl from IJW New Memco
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The result is shown in figure 3. The peak

radian pwer is bund with a velocity filter
set for 520 rrds U _ at an

azimuth of -66° from north, as Wouid k

expected for an acoustic wave propagating

directly from White Sands to the
ionospheric penetration points (see figure
l). TEC fluctuations of comparable
s~rengths were seen on the ATS-3 lines of

sig4t, but because the wavefronts were not
tangent to the lines of sight, the

waveforms dew:ted bemrne de-comelated

soon after the mival of the fmt front.

For the GOES-2 line of sight, the array

estimate of the peak TEC fluctuation was
I.25x1014 n-r-2. The unperturbed TEC,
which we estimated by using GPS TEC
dala and a spherical shell model for the

ionosphere was 2,2x1017 m-2, The
perwrbation peaked at about 550 seconds

after the blast. An acoustic ray-tracing

code is being used 10 compare theie :esul~
with theoretical predictions.

Data from (he array laken over n period of 14 days were anulyzed to delet-mine the frequency of background
events that appear similar [o [he response from the explosion, TIM presence ot’ an “event” was defined by

looking m [he cross-covariance. integrated for 400 seconds, ttetween two stations (Santa Fe and Los Alarms)
that were well aligned along the wave direction from the explosion,



We required that:
1, The nomudized cross-covariance (NCV) must

peak at a lag corresponding to trace speeds from

250 to 750 rrds, corresponding to amustic wave
trace velocities, and exced 0.8 (an arbitrary
choice: the explosion produced a cross-

correlation of 0.94).
2. The cross+ovariance (radian power) must

exceed the instrumeru noise level by 15 dB.

With these requirements, 6 “events’” wem found in
14 days (3024 4fX)-seconcl windows), implying a

probability cf a false event of 0.2% in any 400

second window. Ilme was no obvious grouping of
the background events in time or lag. We presume

that they are caused b~ natural sources.

~PcwnaFm Al 1- 15.277 Ul

f@tre3, Plntofrmliar rpowirs hslo~ plane farheoom fire of

sight to rhc New MeIim may. Sfo~ is io OUS, with rrcmlr bing

pmirive on the vestirat am. ml easr kirrg right on b tmsimotalaxis.
The gmarm power occurs at a velocityof 520 tis d uiomttr of -66°

from nonh. as expecteri from k ~ (figure I kft).

Texas rl~y resdts
The Texas army was lma.ed at a distance from the explosion for which there is no dire-a acoustic ray path

(according to a ray-uwing code with Iealistic Temperature profiles, and accounting for the curvature of the
earth). Thus any acoustic wave

*tected there that is associated with ] ~4 ~
the explosioil must have refracted off

of the Umrmocline at the top of the
thermosphere, reflected once from the
earth’s surface, and ret’!med to

ionospheric heights. Alhough the
viewing geometry to GOES-2 is quite

gcmd, the magnetic coupling is pcwr
(12% of optimum, as explained
above). The observed sigi.al-to-noise

ratio (SNR) was quite poor, and wt
resorted to cross-comelation analysis

using the San Antonio suitions (wi[h
the New Mexico array providing a

sate!lite phase reference) to prove that
a signal was indeed present. Figure 4

shows the TEC fluctuation data for the
two San Antonio stations. A possible

signal is seen beginning at itbout 2500
seconds after the explosion, but the

signal-to-noise ratio is very low. TtI
determine whether a wave was
actually present, we computed the

lagged NC’; between the two signals,

usitlg overlapped windows of 1000

second duration. Figure 5 shows the
result, Near the bottom of the plot

(before the explosion) the covariance
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peaks at zero lag, because of noise introduced by the satellite reference signal from the New Mexico array.

Beause this reference is subtracted from both San Antonio signals. it appears wi~h zero lag, The feature w
attribute to acoustic wave passage appears at 57500 seconds peaks at a lag of -77 seconds. corresponding to

southward propagation with a trace speed of 400 rrds. At later times, the dominant correlated power returns to
zero lag.
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The San Antonio data are obviously less
convincing than the New Mcxmo data. We

therefore repeated the noise background
analysis described above, using 20 days of data
from the San Antonio stations. The event
criteria were the sartw as for the New Mexico

data except that we looked at ali data with a
NC, greater than 0.6. (The explosion pnxked

a NCV of ().69). One background event had a
NCV of 0.77; all others were less than 0.69. In

all, 13 background events were found in 20

days ( 1728 lCKMM.cmnd windows),

corresponding to a probability of 3% that a

background event would have occurred with!~
one hour of the expected time of amival of the

acouslic wave from the explosicrll. We therefore
crmclude that the observed event was quite

—-.—1.——) ‘- unlikely (o have beerI a randomly -occurring
background event, am! was therefore a response

FIEwc5. Ptmc4thcncmnWEd ums—cn’i~ m ovcfiappcd ‘ ~ ~ 10 [he expiosion.
-W, bawccnk W SanAnlauo-ens asa funcuw,,i unw (vend
WIB) and lag (hmr..mUd IWO, P-vc iu~ C~@ 10 ncmhward
prqmgmh. The knrmc oroitnm=d m I.IM cxpkmicm oom m 57500 “- conclw:o~.
u-r. Ofaball 3ocn)scmlKk tiul Cxpkmion, u a lag of -77 Sccollck

Arrays of phase-detecting receivers have ten
used 10 observe fluctuations in the TEC afong

lines of sight to VHF bacons on geosynchronous satellites. P$ase measurements are exmemely sensitive to
TEC; our receivers can resolve flurwations as small as 1013 m--- The TEC alcng a line of sight responds to an

acousuc wave propagating in the duct between the earth’s surface and the thermocline at about 100 km
provided that the line of sight is reason~bly parallel to the wavefronts, and that the armstic wavevector have a

substantial compxem along the geomagnetic field. We observed the response to a 2 kT chemical explosion at
White Sands. New Mexico. with TEC arrays in the vicinity of LOS Alamos (150 km range) and near San

Antonio, Texas (at 850 km range).

A clear response w~ seen bv the New Mexico m-my, and statistical analysis shows that there is a rnjnuscule

probability lhat the response was due (o ~ background event. The response to the ducted wave at San Antonio
was much weaker (only a few times the instrumermd noise), bu[ statistical anafysis again showed that it was
very unlikely to have been a result of a randomly Occurnng background event.

We are now using similar TEC arrays to observe acous[ic waves produced by the exhaust plume from the Space

Shuttle’s main engine burn, v.hich occurs during ]~early level flight at about 100 km altitude. Cylindrical
wavcfronrs prwluced by the plume’s expansion have b~en detec[ed from sLations located in West VirginIn,

Kentucky. nnd Illinois.
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